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Abstract—In this paper, we conduct the first comprehensive
quantification on the perfect de-anonymizability and partial deanonymizability of real world social networks with seed information in general scenarios, where a social network can
follow an arbitrary distribution model. This quantification provides the theoretical foundation for existing structure based
de-anonymization attacks (e.g., [1][2][3]) and closes the gap
between de-anonymization practice and theory. Besides that, our
quantification can serve as a testing-stone for the effectiveness
of anonymization techniques, i.e., researchers can employ our
quantified structural conditions to evaluate the potential deanonymizability of the anonymized social networks. Based on
our quantification, we conduct a large scale evaluation on the
de-anonymizability of 24 various real world social networks by
quantitatively showing: 1) the conditions for perfect and (1 − ϵ)
de-anonymization of a social network, where ϵ specifies the
tolerated de-anonymization error, and 2) the number of users of
a social network that can be successfully de-anonymized. Furthermore, we show that, both theoretically and experimentally,
the overall structural information based de-anonymization attack
is much more powerful than the seed knowledge-only based deanonymization attack, and even without any seed information,
a social network can be perfectly or partially de-anonymized.
Finally, we discuss the implications of this work. Our findings
are expected to shed light on the future research in the structural
data anonymization and de-anonymization area, and to help data
owners evaluate their structural data vulnerability before data
sharing and publishing.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Fueled by the rapid advancements in information and
mobile computing technologies, social networks have become
deeply integrated in people’s lives. Further, social networks
produce a significant amount of social data that contains their
users’ detailed personal information. [2][3][19]. To protect
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users’ privacy, data owners (e.g., companies, government, hospitals) usually anonymize their data before it is shared, transferred, and/or published. Generally, the data anonymization
techniques can be characterized into three classes: naive ID removal, k-anonymization (including randomly adding/deleting
edges) [11][12], and differential privacy [13][14]. The naive
ID removal method has been proven extremely vulnerable
to state-of-the-art structure based de-anonymization attacks
[2][3]. For k-anonymization, it also cannot be employed to
defend against structure based de-aonymization attacks for
real world social networks due to its limitations, e.g., it is
not scalable (an NP-hard problem [16]), richer information is
available to adversaries. Differential privacy (and its variants)
is initially designed to protect the privacy of data in an
interactive query [13][14]. However, the structure based deanonymization attack is actually a non-interactive query from
the perspective of database interaction. Recent efforts have proposed using differentially private graph models [15]. However,
the differential privacy parameter still has to be determined
before data sharing, which makes this method ineffective in
defending against structure based de-anonymization attacks
[2][3]. Furthermore, the richer auxiliary information (e.g.,
seeds information) available to adversaries, which is difficult
to control, makes the above anonymization technique more
vulnerable. Consequently, data anonymization is a challenging
and open problem (see more discussion in Section II).
Due to the vulnerability of existing anonymization
schemes, it has been experimentally demonstrated that the
the emerging structure based de-anonymization attacks can
break the privacy of social networks effectively based only on the data’s structural information, e.g., Narayanan and
Shmatikov’s de-anonymization attack [2], Srivatsa and Hicks’
de-anonymization attack [3]. Although the de-anonymizability
of social networks has been shown by experimental results
(heuristic algorithms) in [2][3], it is still important to understand why social networks are vulnerable to structure based
de-anonymization attacks? how de-anonymizable a social network is? and how many users within a social network can
be successfully de-anonymized? Currently, some preliminary
analysis was conducted on the de-anonymizability of social
networks under the the Erdös-Rényi (ER) random graph model,
the preferential attachment model, or the configuration model

[6][7][8][9]. On one hand, these existing works open the door
to research on quantifying the de-anonymizability of social
networks. On the other hand, all the existing works have
several limitations, e.g., most do not consider seed information
or overlook other more powerful structural information (e.g.,
the structural information among non-seed users), they assume
an unrealistic network model (e.g., the ER model), and/or they
make unrealistic assumptions (e.g., having a regime of dense
seeds available). These limitations prevent existing analysis
from being applicable to real world social networks (see more
discussion in Section II).

the theoretical foundation of structure based de-anonymization
attacks and their effectiveness in attacking various real world
social networks (in other words, the vulnerability of real world
social networks). Therefore, our work can shed light on the
future research of the structural data anonymization and deanonymization area, and encourage data owners to develop
better privacy protection policies.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Due to space limitations, we only discuss the most closely
related work. Readers can find more related work on deanonymization in [2][3], on de-anonymization quantification
in [7][8][9], on anonymization techniques in [11][12], and on
privacy preservation schemes in [13][14].

Contributions: Aiming at addressing these open problems,
we study the de-anonymizability of social networks. Specifically, our contributions can be summarized as follows.
(i) To the best of our knowledge, we conduct the first
theoretical quantification on the perfect and partial deanonymizability of social networks in general scenarios, where
the social network can follow an arbitrary network model.
Therefore, our quantification can be applied to real world social
networks to evaluate their perfect or partial de-anonymizability,
i.e., our quantification can quantitatively demonstrate the vulnerability of real world social networks to existing structure based de-anonymization attacks (e.g., [1][2][3]). More
importantly, our quantification provides the theoretical foundation for existing structure based de-anonymization attacks
(e.g., [1][2][3]), which closes the gap between practice and
theory. Besides that, since our quantification specifies the
structural conditions between an anonymized social network
and an auxiliary social network for perfect and partial deanonymizability, our quantification can serve as a testingstone for the effectiveness of anonymization techniques, i.e.,
researchers can employ our quantified structural conditions to
evaluate the potential de-anonymizability of the anonymized
social networks.

A. Anonymization
To protect users’ privacy, several anonymization techniques
have been developed which can be placed into three classes:
naive ID removal, k-anonymization [11][12], and differential privacy [13][14]. The naive ID removal scheme has
proven to be vulnerable to structure based de-anonymization
attacks [1][2][3]. However, naive ID removal is still the
most widely used method to anonymize data for publishing/sharing/transferring [2][3]. This is probably because of two
reasons. First, it is the simplest manner to “anonymize” data
and it is scalable so it can be applied to large scale datasets
in a straightforward manner. Second, the lack of education on
the vulnerability of this method leads data owners to choose
this anonymization scheme.
k-anonymization is a sophisticated anonymization technique, under which each user cannot be distinguished with at
least k−1 other individuals with respect to their local structure
[11][12]. However, several limitations make k-anonymization
fail to defend against the newly designed structure based deanonymization attacks (e.g., [2][3]). First, k-aonymization is
not computationally scalable, which implies it cannot be extended to large scale social networks. Second, k-anonymization
relies on data’s syntactic property. Even if the k-anonymity
is satisfied, it is still inefficient against the state-of-the-art
de-anonymization attacks, which are based only on structural
information [2]. Finally, the adversary may have much richer
information than assumed in the k-anonymization. For instance, the known seed information together with the data’s
structure are sufficient to perfectly or at least partially deanonymize a social network according to our quantification.

(ii) Based on our quantification, we implement the
first large scale evaluation of the perfect and partial deanonymizability of 24 various real world social networks. In
our evaluation, we show the conditions of perfectly and partially de-anonymizing a social network; how de-anonymizable
a social network is according to its topological properties;
and how many users of a social network can be successfully
de-anonymized. Our evaluation results demonstrate that most
social networks, if not all, can be perfectly or at least partially
de-anonymized depending on their structural properties.
(iii) Based on our results, we find that compared to the
structural information associated with known seed users, the
other structural information (the structural information among
anonymized users) is also useful in improving structure based
de-anonymization attacks. We show that, both theoretically
and experimentally, the overall structural information based
de-anonymization is more powerful, and a social network
is perfectly or partially de-anonymizable even without any
seed information. As a result, this finding provides the foundation of the implication that unlike existing seed based
de-anonymization techniques [1][2][3], one can design new
effective de-anonymization attacks without seed information.

Differential privacy (and its variants) aims to provide
means to maximize the accuracy of queries from statistical
databases while minimizing the possibility of leaking privacy
[13][14], i.e., differential privacy is designed to protect data’s
privacy in interactive queries [13][14]. However, the structure
based de-anonymization attacks we studied in this paper are
non-interactive queries from the perspective of databases.
There has also been proposed techniques to share graphs
using differentially private graph models [15]. However, the
differential privacy parameter still has to be determined before
data sharing, which makes this method ineffective in defending
against structure based de-anonymization attacks [2][3].

(iv) We discuss the implications and future work of this
paper. Our quantification and evaluation enable various stakeholders (e.g., researchers and practitioners) to understand
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B. Structure based De-anonymization

real world social networks may follow any distribution (e.g.,
power-law distribution) [19]. Furthermore, it is seldom to
see, if not impossible to see, the degree distribution of any
social network following the Poisson distribution [19]. For
example, none of the 24 real world social networks considered
in this paper follow the Poisson distribution. Consequently,
the quantification under the ER model is mathematically
meaningful, however, cannot be applied to real world social
networks. Nevertheless, the ER model is a nice mathematical
tool to simplify the theoretical quantification, and thus the
quantification under the ER model can shed light on the
quantification in general scenarios. Another drawback of [6]
is that it did not consider seed information.

Structure based de-anonymization was introduced in [1],
where Backstrom et al. introduced both active attacks and
passive attacks to de-anonymize social data. For the active
attack, the adversary should create a number of “sybil” nodes
and build relationships between sybil nodes and target nodes
before data release. Several reasons limit the practicality of
active attacks. A direct limitation is that the active attack
is not scalable and difficult to control because the amount
of social data continues to increase [23]. Furthermore, sybil
defense schemes [24] make this attack even more difficult.
On the other hand, in real world social networks, target nodes
have no reason to respond to the connection requests from
strange sybil nodes. For the passive attack in [1], the adversary
can breach the privacy of users with whom they are linked,
which is again suitable for small social networks and difficult
to extend to large scale social datasets. In [2], Narayanan
and Shmatikov extended the de-anonymization attack to largescale directed social networks, i.e., the social data carries
direction information which can be used as auxiliary knowledge. They designed a de-anonymization algorithm with two
phases: seed identification and propagation. In [3], Srivatsa and
Hicks presented the first de-anonymization attack on mobility
traces while using social networks as a side-channel. However,
scalability is a significant limitation of the algorithms in [3]. In
[4], Ji et al. designed an Adaptive De-Anonymization (ADA)
framework for the scenario that the anonymized and auxiliary
graphs have partial overlap. ADA also consists of a seed identification phase and a propagation phase. Recently, Nilizadeh et al. proposed a community-enhanced de-anonymization
scheme of social networks [5]. Under this scheme, communitylevel de-anonymization is first conducted. Subsequently, the
obtained information is employed to enhance the user-level
de-anonymization.

In [7], Ji et al. studied the de-anonymizability of social
networks under the configuration model. They also proposed
a practical optimization-based de-anonymization algorithm.
However, in their quantification and analysis, seed information
is not considered. In addition, compared to the employed
configuration model, our results are more general since we
do not make assumption on the data distribution. Finally, the
quantification in [7] can be viewed as a special case of our
results in Section V (the Λ = 0 case). Therefore, our results
in this paper are more general and practical.
In [8], Yartseva and Grossglauser studied the performance
of percolation graph matching, which is a correlated problem
of the de-anonymizablity of social networks. However, the
analysis derived in [8] also has some limitations. First, the
analysis in [8] is based on the ER model, which makes it
impractical. Second, the analysis in [8] only considers seed
information. According to our quantification and evaluation,
we found that the other structural information (i.e., the structural information among anonymized users) is more powerful
in improving the performance of de-anonymization attacks. We
also demonstrate in this paper that a social network can be
perfectly or partially de-anonymized even without any seed
information. Third, the analysis in [8] only considers users
with degree no less than 4. However, many real world social
networks may have a large amount of users with degree less
than 4, e.g., from our statistics in Section VI, 17.1% Google+
users, 40.03% LiveJournal users, and 77.33% YouTube users
have degree less than 4.

In summary, all the mentioned de-anonymization algorithms are heuristic. None of them study the deanonymizability of structural data (including social networks,
mobility traces, etc.) quantitatively or theoretically. This motivates us to quantify the perfect and partial de-anonymizability
of social networks, which closes the gap between existing
structure based de-anonymization practice and its theoretical
foundation.

In [9], Korula and Lattanzi studied the reconciliation
problem for social networks, which is another correlated
problem of the de-anonymizability of social networks (the
reconciliation-ability of social networks is equivalent to their
de-anonymizability). The analysis in [9] is conducted under
the ER model and the Preferential Attachment model. Again,
in [9], only seed information is considered in quantifying
the de-anonymizability of social networks. As we pointed
out before, in this paper, we find that the other structural
information is more powerful in a de-anonymization attack,
i.e., even without any seed knowledge, social networks can
be perfectly or partially de-anonymized only based on the
structural information. Another important limitation is that the
quantification in [9] is valid under the assumption of having a
regime of dense seeds available. However, this assumption is
usually not true for large scale real world social networks.

There are also other kinds of de-anonymization attacks
on social networks. For example, in [10], Wondracek et al.
designed a de-anonymization attack on social networks based
on the group membership information. To implement this
attack, the adversary should collect necessary group membership information (which is semantic information) by “history
stealing” on browsers.
C. Quantification of Social Network De-anonymizablity
Recently, the problem of understanding why social networks can be de-anonymized based on structural information
has garnered a lot of attention [6][7][8][9]. In [6], Pedarsani
and Grossglauser studied the de-anonymizability of social
networks under the ER random graph model. When using an
ER model to describe social networks, the primary limitation is
that the degree distribution of social networks should follow
the Poisson distribution. However, the degree distribution of

In summary, the following aspects distinguish our work
from existing works. First, for the first time, we quantified
the perfect and partial de-anonymizability of social networks
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su . This assumption is also reasonable since people usually
involve in multiple social networks and Ga and Gu are some
particular social networks of users in V . For instance, Ga could
be LinkedIn (a professional social network of V ) while Gu is
Facebook (a friendship social network of V ).

with seed information consideration under an arbitrary model.
Second, compared to seed information, we find that the other
structural information is more powerful in de-anonymization
attacks. We demonstrate that, both theoretically and experimentally, even without any seed information, most real world
social networks can also be de-anonymized perfectly or partially only based on the structural information. Third, we
conduct the first large scale evaluation on the perfect and
partial de-anonymizability of 24 various real world social
networks. We quantitatively demonstrate the conditions on deanonymizing real world social networks and how many users
can be successfully de-anonymized.
III.

S YSTEM M ODEL , A SSUMPTION ,

AND

De-anonymization. Based on our data model, a deanonymization scheme can be formally defined as a mapping:
σ : Ga → Gu . Under σ, ∀i ∈ V a , its mapping is σ(i) ∈ V u .
Since V a = V u , for simplicity, we define a successful deanonymization of i ∈ V a is achieved under σ if i = σ(i). In
addition, we use σ0 to denote the perfect de-anonymization,
i.e., σ0 = {(i, i)|i = 1, 2, · · · , n}, and σk to denote any deanonymization scheme with k incorrect mappings, i.e., k users
are incorrectly de-anonymized under σk . Evidently, k ∈ [2, n].

D EFINITION

In this paper, given some seed knowledge, we quantify the
de-anonymizability of social networks based on their structural
information. It is natural to model social networks as graphs
where nodes represent users and edges represent social ties
(friends, contacts, etc.) among the users [1]-[9].

Most existing de-anonymization algorithms (e.g., [1][2][3])
consist of two phases: seed identification phase which identifies some seed mapping information from V a to V u and mapping propagation phase which propagates the seed mapping
information to de-anonymize the rest of the anonymized users.
In this paper, we focus on quantifying the de-anonymizability
of social networks with seed knowledge. Therefore, as in
[1][2][3], we assume we have identified a seed mapping
set from V a to V u by some technique (e.g., the methods
in [1][2][3]), denoted by S = {(i, σ(i))|i ∈ V a , σ(i) ∈
V u , i = σ(i)}. Furthermore, we define Λ = |S| as the
number of seed mappings. For convenience, we denote the
seed users in V a and V u as S a = {i|(i, σ(i)) ∈ S} and
S u = {i|(σ −1 (i), i) ∈ S}, respectively. Then, our problem
now is to quantify the de-anonymizability of a social network
Ga given S, Gu , and the existing of G, sa , and su .

Data Model. In our quantification and evaluation, we
employ the same graph model as in [1]-[9] to represent social graphs. Specifically, the anonymized social network is modeled by graph Ga = (V a , E a ), where V a =
{i|i is an anonymized user} and E a = {eai,j |i, j ∈ V a , a
social tie exists between i and j}. To de-anonymize Ga , we
use an auxiliary social network which has overlap users with
Ga and can be obtained through multiple manners, e.g., data
aggregation, data mining, collaborative information systems,
knowledge/data brokers, etc. [1]-[9][17][18]. The auxiliary
social network is also modeled by a graph Gu = (V u , E u ),
where V u = {i|i is a known user} and E u = {eui,j |i, j ∈ V u ,
an social tie exists between i and j}. To conduct the theoretical quantification without involving too much mathematical
details, we assume both Ga and Gu are undirected graphs.
Nevertheless, our quantification can be extended to directed
graphs with some straightforward technical modification. Furthermore, since our quantification and evaluation are based on
the graph model, our work can be potentially applied to other
kinds of data which can be modeled by graphs.

To make the quantification easy to follow, we further assume sa = su = s. Note that, this assumption does not change
our analysis in any material detail. All our quantification results
can be extended to the case sa ̸= su only with more complex
expressions.
Measuring σ. Given Ga , Gu , and a de-anonymization
scheme σ, we measure σ by the edge difference between Ga
and Gu under σ. First, ∀eai,j ∈ E a , we define σ(eai,j ) =
euσ(i),σ(j) . Furthermore, let Eia (A ⊆ V a ) = {eai,v |v ∈ Nia ∩A},
and σ(Eia (A)) = {σ(eai,v )|eai,v ∈ Eia (A)} (σ(eui,j ), Eiu (A),
and σ −1 (Eiu (A)) are defined in the same way). Specifically, let
Eia = Eia (V a ) and Eju = Eju (V u ) for convenience. Then, we
can define the edge difference induced by mapping (i, σ(i) =
j) ∈ σ as ∆σ:(i,j) = |σ(Eia ) \ Eju | + |σ −1 (Eju ) \ Eia |, i.e.,
∆σ:(i,j) measures the edge difference of users i∑
and j under
σ. Based on ∆σ:(i,j) , we measure σ by ∆σ =
∆σ:(i,j) ,

Given i ∈ V a , its neighborhood is defined as Nia = {j|j ∈
V ∧ ∃eai,j ∈ E a }. Then, we define dai = |Nia | as the degree
of i. Similarly, for j ∈ V u , we can define its neighborhood
Nju and degree duj .
a

Graph Sampling. To make the quantification mathematically tractable, we employ the same assumptions on Ga and
Gu in [6]-[9]. First, V a = V u = {1, 2, · · · , n} [6]-[9]. If
V a ̸= V u , we can simply satisfy this assumption by adding
the users in V u \ V a to V a and adding the users in V a \ V u
to V u without changing E a or E u . Note that this is only a
mathematical assumption without limiting the generality of this
work. Our quantification is also valid in the case V a ̸= V u .

(i,j)∈σ

which indicates the edge difference between Ga and Gu under
σ. Intuitively, since Ga and Gu are strongly correlated (highly
similar), it is expected that ∆σ0 ≤ ∆σk for k ∈ [2, n] (we
demonstrate this conclusion in Sections IV and V).

Second, based on the first assumption, we assume that Ga
and Gu are two sampling versions of an underlying conceptual
graph G = (V, E) in the physical world, where V = V a = V u
and E is the set of the true relationships among users in V
[6][8][9]. Particularly, we assume Ga is sampled from G by
independently and identically sampling each edge in E with
probability sa , i.e., for ∀ei,j ∈ E, Pr(ei,j ∈ E a |ei,j ∈ E).
Similarly, Gu is another sampled version of G with probability

Similar as ∆σ:(i,j) and ∆σ , we define ∆σ:(i,j) (S) which
measures the the edge difference of a mapping (i, j) with
respect to S: ∆σ:(i,j) (S) = |σ(Eia (S a )) \ Eju (S u )| +
|σ −1 (Eju (S u ))\Eia (S a )|, and ∆σ (S) which measures the edge
difference of∑a de-anonymization scheme σ with respect to S:
∆σ (S) =
∆σ:(i,j) (S).
(i,j)∈σ

4

IV.

the structural conditions on Ga and Gu for perfect deanonymization in Theorem 3. Theorem 3 has two parts. The
first part shows the condition such that ∆σ0 < ∆σk for any
given σk . The second part demonstrates the condition for a
much stronger conclusion such that σ0 is the one and the only
one inducing the least edge difference. Basically, the first part
of Theorem 3 can be proven using a similar technique as in
[6]. Here, we obtain a tighter bound by applying more elegant
quantification techniques. We omit the proof of Theorem 3 due
to the space limitation.

Q UANTIFICATION UNDER THE E RD ÖS -R ÉNYI M ODEL

In this section, we quantify the de-anonymizability of Ga
under the ER model, i.e., we assume G(V, E) is a random
graph G(n, p), where n is the number of nodes and p specifies
the probability of an edge existing between two nodes. Although real world social networks rarely satisfy the ER model
[19], the analysis in this section can shed the light on the
quantification in general scenarios (Section V).
A. S based Quantification

3

As a warm up, we first quantify the de-anonymizability
of Ga only based on the seed information S. For the deanonymization scheme σ, we assume σ de-anonymizes each
user i ∈ V a \ S a to some user σ(i) ∈ V u \ S u such that
(i, σ(i)) induces the least ∆σ:(i,σ(i)) (S) 1 .
We introduce a useful lemma as follows.
Lemma 1. [6] Let X and Y be two binomial random variables
with means λX and λY , respectively. Then, when λX > λY ,
2
X −λY )
Pr(X − Y ≤ 0) ≤ 2 exp(− (λ
8(λX +λY ) ).

Theorem 3 has a strong implication: even without any
seed information, it still possible to perfectly de-anonymize
a large scale social network. We summarize this implication
in Corollary 1.

Now, we are ready to quantify the de-anonymizability of
Ga as shown in Theorem 1. We omit the proof of Theorem 1
due to the space limitation.
ps3 (1−p)2
2−s−ps

3

2 ln n+1
Λ

4(2 ln n+1)(2−s−ps)
),
ps3 (1−p)2
2

Based on Theorems 2, 3 and Corollary 1, it is straightforward to obtain a more accurate (tighter) bound on the structure
condition of Ga and Gu for perfect de-anonymization as shown
in Theorem 4.

In Theorem 1, we quantify the condition on p, s, and S
for perfectly de-anonymizing any user in V a \ S a . Now, we
quantify the condition requirement for a stronger conclusion in
Theorem 2, which indicates the condition on p, s, and S such
that all the users in V a \ S a are perfectly de-anonymizable.
We omit the proof of Theorem 2 due to the space limitation.
3

2

(1−p)
ln n+ln(2(n−1))
Corollary 1. If 41 ps2−s−ps
≥ (k+2)k(n−k/2−1)
, it is a.a.s.
that the perfect de-anonymization scheme σ0 induces the least
edge difference than all the other de-anonymization schemes,
i.e., it is a.a.s. that σ0 is the only scheme inducing the least
edge difference.

·
≥
(i.e., Λ ≥
then it is asymptotically almost surely
(a.a.s.) that ∀i ∈ V a \ S a , i is perfectly de-anonymizable
under any given de-anonymization scheme σ.
Theorem 1. If

1
4

2

(1−p)
2 ln n+1
Theorem 3. (i) If 41 ps2−s−ps
≥ k(n−k/2−1)
, it is a.a.s. that
∆σ0 < ∆σk (k ∈ [2, n]), i.e., it is a.a.s. that the perfect
de-anonymization scheme σ0 induces less edge difference
than any given de-anonymization scheme σk ̸= σ0 ; (ii) If
3
2
n+ln(2(n−Λ−1))
1 ps (1−p)
≥ (k+2) ln
, it is a.a.s. that the
4 2−s−ps
k(n−k/2−1)
perfect de-anonymization scheme σ0 induces the least edge
difference than all the other de-anonymization schemes, i.e.,
it is a.a.s. that σ0 is the only scheme inducing the least edge
difference.

3

2

ps (1−p)
1
·
Theorem
4.
If
4
2−s−ps
(k+2) ln n+ln(2(n−Λ−1))
,
},
min{ 2 ln n+ln(2(n−Λ))
Λ
k(n−k/2−1)
Λ ∈ [0, n], Ga is perfectly de-anonymizable.

2

ps (1−p)
1
4 · 2−s−ps
4(2 ln n+ln(2(n−Λ)))(2−s−ps)
),
ps3 (1−p)2
a
a

≥ 2 ln n+ln(2(n−Λ))
(i.e., Λ ≥
Λ
it is a.a.s. that all the users in
V \ S are perfectly de-anonymizable.
Theorem 2. If

≥
where

C. Quantification with Error Toleration
Now, we study the structural condition on Ga and Gu given
S such that some de-anonymization error is tolerated. Let ϵ ∈
a
[0, 1 − Λ
n ] be some constant value. We define G is (1 − ϵ)a
de-anonymizable if at least (1 − ϵ)n users in G are perfectly
de-anonymizable. Then, we specify the condition such that Ga
is (1 − ϵ)-deanonymizable with or without seed information
in Theorem 5, i.e., the condition that at most ϵn incorrect deanonymizations are allowable. We defer the proof to Appendix
for readability.

B. Sophisticated Quantification: Considering more Structural
Information
In the previous subsection, we quantified the deanonymizablity of Ga based only on the seed knowledge.
Actually, besides the edges in Eia (S)/Eiu (S), all the edges
in Eia /Eiu can provide structural information which can be
used for de-anonymization. In this subsection, we consider
to quantify the de-anonymizability of Ga based on all the
adjacent edges of i ∈ V a , i.e., we consider both the structural
information carried by seed mappings in S and the overall
topological information of Ga and Gu . First, we quantify

3

2

ps (1−p)
1
·
Theorem
5.
If
4
2−s−ps
(k+2) ln n+ln(2(n−ϵn−Λ))
min{ 2 ln n+ln(2(n−ϵn−Λ))
,
},
Λ
k(n−k/2−1)
Λ ∈ [0, n], then Ga is (1 − ϵ)-de-anonymizable.

1 Since our focus is on quantifying the de-anonymizability of Ga , we do not
consider the actual de-anonymization algorithms. Specifically, we are aiming
at providing the theoretical foundation on the workability of structure based
de-anonymization attacks, e.g., [1][2][3].
2 Asymptotically almost surely (a.a.s.) implies that an event happens with
probability goes to 1 as n → ∞.

V.

≥
where

Q UANTIFICATION IN G ENERAL S CENARIOS

Although the ER model is suitable to enable elegant theoretical analysis on the de-anonymizability of social networks,
the fact is that it is extremely rare, if not impossible, to see
5

real world social networks actually follow the ER model [19].
Nevertheless, the analysis under the ER model can shed light
on the theoretical quantification of the de-anonymizability of
social networks in general scenarios.

a.a.s. that the perfect de-anonymization scheme σ0 is the only
scheme inducing the least edge difference, i.e., Ga is perfectly
de-anonymizable.

In this section, we quantify the de-anonymizability of Ga
in general scenarios, i.e., unlike in Section IV, we assume
G(V, E) now could be some graph following an arbitrary
network model. To accelerate the quantification, we make
some definitions as follows. Given a graph G(V, E) with
|V | = n and |E| = m, its graph density is defined as
2m
. Let U ⊆ V . The subgraph of G on U is defined
ρ = n(n−1)
as G[U ] = G(U, EU = {ei,j ∈ E|i, j ∈ U }). Furthermore, let
nU = |U | and mU = |EU |. Then, the subgraph density of G on
U
U is ρU = nU 2m
(nU −1) . Let U and W be two disjoint subsets of
V (U ∩ W = ∅), EU,W = {ei,j ∈ E|i ∈ U, j ∈ W } be the set
of edges connecting U and W , and mU,W = |EU,W |. Then, the
m
connectivity between U and W is defined as γU,W = nUU,W
·nW .
Finally, for the seed mapping set S, we assume it is randomly
identified. Then, a user in V is selected with probability q = Λ
n.
We denote seed users as a set S, i.e., S = S a = S u .
Furthermore, let set A = V \ S.

Similar as Theorem 3, Theorem 8 also implies a large
scale social network is perfectly de-anonymizable without seed
information in general scenarios. We summarize the condition
in Corollary 2.
Corollary

2.

If

(k+2) ln n+ln(2(n−1))
mV0 ,Vk +mVk −k/2 ,

1
4

·

s3 (1−max{γV0 ,Vk ,ρVk })2
2−s−s·max{γV0 ,Vk ,ρVk }

≥

it is a.a.s. that the perfect deanonymization scheme σ0 is the only scheme inducing the
least edge difference, i.e., Ga is perfectly de-anonymizable.
Based on Theorems 7, 8 and Corollary 2, it is straightforward to have the following conclusion.
qs3 (1−γS,A )2
1
≥ 2 ln n+ln(2(n−Λ))
or 14 ·
4 · 2−s−sγS,A
di
3
2
s (1−max{γV0 ,Vk ,ρVk })
(k+2) ln n+ln(2(n−Λ−1))
, where Λ ∈
2−s−s·max{γV0 ,Vk ,ρVk } ≥
mV0 ,Vk +mVk −k/2
a

Theorem 9. If

[0, n], it is a.a.s. that G is perfectly de-anonymizable.
C. Quantification with Error Toleration

A. S based Quantification

Now, we quantify the (1 − ϵ)-de-anonymizability of social
networks in general scenarios, where now ϵn (ϵ ∈ [0, 1 −
Λ
n ]) users are allowed to be incorrectly de-anonymized. We
demonstrate the quantification in Theorem 10. We defer the
proof to Appendix for readability.

In this subsection, we quantify the de-anonymizability of a
social network given a seed mapping set S. First, we show the
condition for perfectly de-anonymizing an anonymized user in
Theorem 6. We defer the proof to Appendix for readability.
qs3 (1−γ

qs3 (1−γS,A )2
1
≥ 2 ln n+ln(2(n−ϵn−Λ))
4 · 2−s−sγS,A
di
3
2
s (1−max{γV0 ,Vk ,ρVk })
(k+2) ln n+ln(2(n−ϵn−Λ))
≥
,
2−s−s·max{γV0 ,Vk ,ρVk }
mV0 ,Vk +mVk −k/2
a

)2

Theorem 6. If 14 · 2−s−sγS,A
≥ 2 lndn+1
, where q = Λ/n
S,A
i
mS,A
and γS,A = Λ(n−Λ) , it is a.a.s. that ∀i ∈ A, i is perfectly
de-anonymizable.

Theorem 10. If (i)

or (ii) 14 ·
where Λ ∈ [0, n], G is (1 − ϵ)-de-anonymizable.

We further quantify the condition to perfectly deanonymize all the users in A in Theorem 7.

VI.

L ARGE S CALE E VALUATION

Theorem 7. If 14 · 2−s−sγS,A
≥ 2 ln n+ln(2(n−Λ))
, where q =
di
S,A
mS,A
Λ/n and γS,A = Λ(n−Λ)
, it is a.a.s. that Ga is perfectly deanonymizable.

In this section, we conduct a large scale evaluation on the
de-anonymizability of 24 real world datasets based on our
quantification. Our evaluation consists of two parts: evaluation
of perfect de-anonymizability and evaluation of (1 − ϵ)-deanonymizability.

B. Sophisticated Quantification: Considering more Structural
Information

A. Datasets and Setup

In the previous subsection, the perfect de-anonymizability
of social networks is quantified in general scenarios based
on S. As we discussed in Section IV, for i ∈ A, besides
the structural connection to the users in S, the structural
information between i and other users in A is also helpful
to improve the de-anonymization performance (as shown in
Theorem 3). Similar to the quantification under the ER model,
we quantify the de-anonymizability of social networks by
considering the overall structural information in Theorem 8.
We defer the proof to Appendix for readability.

In the evaluation, we employ 24 various real world social
datasets that mainly come from the Stanford Large Network
Dataset Collection [20], ASU Social Computing Data Repository [21], and other sources [22][23]. The employed datasets
are shown in Table I with preliminary statistics, where n is
the number of users (nodes), m is the number of edges among
users, ρ is the graph density, d is the average degree of the
users, and p(k) (k = 1, 5) is the percentage of users with
degree less than or equal to k. We further briefly introduce the
datasets as follows.

qs3 (1−γ

Theorem

8.

(i)

)2

1
4

If

2 ln n+1
mV0 ,Vk +mVk −k/2 ,

·

s3 (1−max{γV0 ,Vk ,ρVk })2
2−s−s·max{γV0 ,Vk ,ρVk }

≥

Hyves [21] is the most popular social network in the
Netherlands. Douban [21] is a Chinese Web 2.0 site that
provides user review and recommendation services for movies,
books, and music. Friendster [21] is a social gaming site
and was a social networking service website before being
redesigned. YouTube [21] is a well known video sharing
website on which users can upload, share, and view videos.

it is a.a.s. that ∆σ0
<
∆σk
(k ∈ [2, n]), i.e., it is a.a.s. that the perfect deanonymization scheme σ0 induces less edge difference
than any given de-anonymization scheme σk ̸= σ0 ; (ii) If
s3 (1−max{γV0 ,Vk ,ρVk })2
(k+2) ln n+ln(2(n−Λ−1))
1
, it is
4 · 2−s−s·max{γV ,V ,ρV } ≥
mV ,V +mV −k/2
0

k

k

0

k

k
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TABLE I.
Name
Hyves
Douban
Friendster
YouTube
Flixster
Last.fm
FB-NO-wall
Gowalla
Foursquare
Enron
Skitter
Slashdot
Digg
LiveJournal
HepPh
AstroPh
FB-NO-links
Pokec
BlogCatalog
Google+
Livemocha
Twitter
Orkut
Flickr

n
1,402,673
154,908
5,689,498
1,138,499
2,523,386
1,191,812
45,813
196,591
639,014
33,696
1,694,616
82,168
771,229
4,843,953
11,204
17,903
63,731
1,632,803
97,884
4,692,671
104,103
456,293
3,072,441
80,513

DATASET STATISTICS .

m
2,777,419
327,162
14,067,887
2,990,443
7,918,801
4,519,340
183,412
950,327
3,214,986
180,811
11,094,209
582,533
5,907,413
43,362,750
117,649
197,031
817,090
22,301,964
1,668,647
90,751,480
2,193,083
12,508,272
117,185,083
5,899,882

ρ
2.82E-06
2.73E-05
8.69E-07
4.61E-06
2.49E-06
6.36E-06
1.75E-04
4.92E-05
1.57E-05
3.19E-04
7.73E-06
1.73E-04
1.99E-05
3.70E-06
1.87E-03
1.23E-03
4.02E-04
1.67E-05
3.48E-04
8.24E-06
4.05E-04
1.20E-04
2.48E-05
1.82E-03

d
3.96
4.22
4.95
5.25
6.28
7.58
8.01
9.70
10.06
10.73
13.09
14.18
15.32
17.90
21.00
22.01
25.64
27.32
34.10
38.68
42.13
54.83
76.28
146.56

p(1)
56.76%
66.57%
60.19%
53.16%
59.49%
47.27%
24.18%
25.20%
51.10%
28.09%
12.80%
2.19%
45.64%
20.99%
9.95%
5.34%
12.71%
10.04%
28.24%
5.44%
6.56%
5.30%
2.21%
0.00%

For each employed dataset, we use the raw data except
for removing isolated users (most datasets do not contain any
isolated users). Note that, our quantification is not limited
to connected graphs. It is also applicable to disconnected
social networks. Furthermore, we do not consider the direction
information even if a dataset is a directed network. Again,
this assumption does not limit the evaluation or quantification.
Since the direction information can be used to improve the
effectiveness of de-anonymization attacks [2], it is possible that
our quantification and evaluation can be improved if we have
more knowledge, e.g., the direction information. One of the
future works is to quantify the de-anonymizability of directed
social networks.

p(5)
88.74%
90.81%
91.27%
85.53%
87.26%
81.62%
60.91%
64.50%
79.11%
67.86%
55.41%
64.78%
77.31%
50.53%
49.99%
33.69%
36.11%
30.66%
59.59%
27.33%
27.56%
19.76%
7.28%
11.63%

In our quantification, the seed mappings are chosen randomly, i.e., the high-degree users are not given preference
as in [8][9] although they may be more helpful as seed
mappings. Consequently, our evaluation results represent the
general results of our quantification. Nevertheless, our evaluation demonstrate that most, if not all, of the social datasets are
partially or perfectly de-anonymizable based on their structural
information. We quantitatively show how many users can be
successfully de-anonymized in each social network (i.e., 1 − ϵ)
in our evaluation.
We quantify the de-anonymizability of a social network
using seed information and using the overall structural information, respectively. Therefore, we use suffixes “-S” and
“-A” to distinguish these two scenarios (e.g., Twiiter-A and
Twitter-S), where “-S” and “-A” imply using seed information
and overall structural information, respectively. If we do not
specify the suffix or the particular context, it implies using
the overall structural information by default. Furthermore, due
to the space limitation, we do not show all the experimental
results.

Flixster [21] is a social movie site allowing users to share
movie ratings, discover new movies and meet others with
similar tastes in movies. Last.fm [21] is a music discovery
service that gives a user personalized recommendations based
on the music that user listens to. Facebook-New Orleanslinks (FB-NO-links) and Facebook-New Orleans-wall (FBNO-wall) [22]: Facebook is one of the most popular social
networks, which connects people with friends and others who
work, study, and live around them. The employed FB-NOlinks dataset is a Facebook friendship network at the New
Orleans area and the FB-NO-wall is a Facebook interaction
(wall posts) network at the New Orleans area. Gowalla [20]
is a location-based social networking website where users
share their locations by checking-in. Foursquare [21] helps
people to find the places to go with friends and discover food,
nightlife, and entertainment for users. Enron [20] is an email
communication dataset released by Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission during its investigation. Skitter [20] is an Internet
topology graph of Autonomous Systems. Slashdot [20] is a
technology-related news website known for its specific user
community. Digg [21] is a news aggregator with an editorially
driven front page, aiming to select stories specifically for the
Internet audience. LiveJournal [20] is social network for journals and blogs. HepPh [20] is a citation graph of the papers
posted on arXiv in the high-energy physics area. AstroPh [20]
is a collaboration network of the authors of papers posted on
arXiv in the astro physics area. Pokec [20] is the most popular
on-line social network in Slovakia. BlogCatalog is a social
blog directory which manages the bloggers and their blogs.
Google+ [23] is one of the most popular social networking and
identity services. Livemocha [21] is the world’s largest online
language learning community, offering free and paid online
language courses in 35 languages. Twitter [21] is an online
social networking and microblogging service. Orkut [21] is
an on-line social network where users form friendship with
each other. Flickr [21] is an image hosting and video hosting
website.

B. Evaluation of Perfect De-anonymizability
In this section, we evaluate the condition for perfect deanonymizability of the datasets in Table I.
1) Evaluation on Λ: Based on our quantification, we
evaluate the requirements on the size of seed mappings Λ and
the sampling rate s for the perfect de-anonymizability of each
dataset in Fig.1. Since all the datasets have different sizes, for
convenience, we show Θ(Λ/n) instead of Λ directly.
From Fig.1, we have the following observations.
(i) If the overall structural information is considered,
each dataset is asymptotically perfectly de-anonymizable3 even
without any seed information when s is above some threshold
value, which is consistent with our theoretical quantification4 .
For instance, the Twitter dataset is asymptotically perfectly
de-anonymizable when s ≥ 0.61 without seed information if
the overall structural information is considered. This implies
that the structure itself is sufficient to break the privacy. The
reason for this result is that the perfect de-anonymization
scheme induces the least edge difference as shown in our
quantification.
3 To be accurately, asymptotically perfectly de-anonymizable here implies
Θ(n) users of each dataset can be successfully de-anonymized.
4 Actually, the quantification does not implies a computationally efficient
algorithm. It is still an open problem to find an efficient (polynomial-time)
algorithm with provable performance guarantee.
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category. Recent efforts have proposed using differentially
private graph models [15], however, the differential privacy
parameter still has to be determined before data sharing,
which makes this method ineffective in defending against
structure based de-anonymization attacks [2][3]. In summary,
it is expected that new anonymization techniques against the
structural information based de-anonymization attacks will be
designed. Our quantification and evaluation can shed light to
the expected design by demonstrating the theoretical foundation of such attacks and their efficacy on attacking real world
social networks.

future, we propose to quantify the de-anonymizability of
social networks by involving a function describing the existing
noise. (iii) As pointed out before, we do not have effective
data anonymization techniques against structure based deanonymization attacks. We propose to study this open problem based on our quantification and evaluation and develop
a secure data publishing platform which can examine the
data de-anonymizability, anonymize data properly with utility
preservation, and publish data securely. We also propose to
develop new social data protection policies for data owners.
VIII.

Limitations. There are still some limitations of this paper.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the de-anonymizability of social networks based only on their structural information. We quantify
the perfect and (1 − ϵ)-de-anonymizability of social networks
with seed information in general scenarios, where a social
network can follow an arbitrary network model. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive quantification
study on the perfect and partial de-anonymizability of social
networks under a general model. Based on our quantification,
we conduct a large scale evaluation on the de-anonymizability
of 24 various real world social networks. Finally, we discuss
the implications of this work. Our findings are expected to shed
light on the future research in the structural data anonymization
and de-anonymization areas, and help data owners evaluate the
vulnerability of their structural data before data publishing.

(i) To be accurate, we consider both the edges from
anonymized users to seed users and the edges among
anonymized users in the quantification of the overall structural information based de-anonymization. Actually, some
other global graph properties are also helpful in improving
structure based de-anonymization attacks, e.g., the betweenness/closeness centrality of a user, the distance from a user to
other users. Although we believe these graph properties can
be used in improving de-anonymization attacks, it is difficult
to involve them in the theoretical quantification. The reason
is as follows: all these graph properties represent a user’s
global topological importance/characteristics with respect to
the entire graph. Consequently, even if there is just one edgechange, it may change the global topological characteristics
(e.g., betweenness/closeness centrality, the distance from an
anonymized user to a seed) of an arbitrary number of users. It
follows that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to quantify
the change on the global topological characteristics of a user.
Even though these global topological characteristics are not
considered in our quantification, we demonstrate that the
neighboring edges are sufficient to perfectly or partially deanonymize a social network.
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(ii) In this paper, we focus on closing the gap between
existing de-anonymization practices (i.e., heuristic algorithms)
and their theoretical foundation by quantifying the perfect
de-anonymizability and (1 − ϵ)-de-anonymizability of social
networks. We do not specifically consider how to design structural data anonymization techniques to defend against such
de-anonymization attacks. Actually, this is still an important
open problem since we have an increasing amount of social
data. We believe our quantification and evaluation in this paper
can shed light on the future research in this area by providing
the theoretical foundation of structure based de-anonymization
attacks and their effectiveness in attacking real world social
networks. Furthermore, our quantification and evaluation are
expected to draw the attention of data owners and help them
develop more proper policies to protect social data.
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Proof Sketch of Theorem 8: (i) Let Vk ⊆ V \S be the set of
incorrectly de-anonymized users under σk ̸= σ0 and V0 = V \
Vk . Furthermore, let X = ∆σk and Y = ∆σ0 be two random
variables. Then, we have Y ∼ B(m, 2s(1 − s)). Furthermore,
we can consider four cases to quantify X. First, the edge difference caused by the edges in EV0 follows B(mV0 , 2s(1 − s));
second, the edge difference caused by the edges in EV0 ,Vk
stochastically follows B(mV0 ,Vk , 2s(1 − sγV0 ,Vk )); third, the
edge difference caused by the non-transposition edges in Ek
stochastically follows B(mVk −x, 2s(1−sρVk )), where x here
is the number of transposition edges under σk ; and finally,
the edge difference caused by the transposition edges in Ek
follows B(x, 2s(1 − s)). Since x ≤ k/2, we have X
≥
stochastically

B(mV0 , 2s(1 − s)) + B(mV0 ,Vk , 2s(1 − sγV0 ,Vk )) + B(mVk −
k/2, 2s(1 − sρVk )) + B(k/2, 2s(1 − s)) ≥ B(mV0 , 2s(1 −
s)) + B(mV0 ,Vk + mVk − k/2, 2s(1 − s · max{γV0 ,Vk , ρVk })) +
e ∼ B(mV ,V +mV −k/2, 2s(1−
B(k/2, 2s(1−s)). Define X
0
k
k
s·max{γV0 ,Vk , ρVk })) and Ye ∼ B(mV0 ,Vk +mVk −k/2, 2s(1−
e ≤ Ye ) ≤
s)). Then, we have Pr(X ≤ Y )
=
Pr(X
stochastically
3
2
1 s (1−max{γV0 ,Vk ,ρVk })
2 exp(− 4 2−s−s·max{γV ,V ,ρV } (mV0 ,Vk + mVk
0 k
k
∑ 1
π2
2 exp(−2 ln n − 1) ≤ n12 . Since
n2 = 6
n>0

A PPENDIX

n−Λ
∑

∆σ0 ) ≤

k=ϵn+1

i∈Vc

k=ϵn+1
(1−p)
nk · 2 exp(− 14 ps2−s−ps
(mk − k/2)) ≤

n · 2 exp(−(k + 2) ln n − ln(2(n − Λ − 1))) =

1
n2 .

Proof Sketch of Theorem 10: (i) As in Theorem 5, let
Vc be the set of users that are perfectly de-anonymizable and
|Vc | = n−ϵn−Λ. Furthermore, let E be the event that there exists at least one incorrectly
de-anonymizable user in Vc . Then,
∑
P r(i is incorrectly de-anonymized) ≤
we have Pr(E) ≤
i∈Vc
∑
∑
qs3 (1−γ
)2
2 exp(− 14 2−s−sγS,A
di ) ≤
2 exp(−2 ln n−ln(2(n−
S,A

2

(1−p)
1
prove
if
· ps2−s−ps
≥
4
(k+2) ln n+ln(2(n−ϵn−Λ))
a
, G is also (1 − ϵ)-de-anonymizable.
k(n−k/2−1)
Now, we do not have to distinguish σ0 and σk when
k ≤ ϵn. Let E now be the event that there is some deanonymization scheme σk such that σk ̸= σ0 , ∆σk ≤ ∆σ0 ,
n−Λ
∪
and k > ϵn. Then, we have Pr(E) =
Pr(∆σk ≤
2

k=2

Consequently, it is a.a.s. that σ0 is the only scheme inducing
the least edge difference, i.e., it is a.a.s. that Ga is perfectly
de-anonymizable.
2

we
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k=2
k

k=2

i∈Vc

n−Λ
∑

< ∞, it is

(ii)Let E be the event that there exists some σk ̸= σ0
and ∆σk ≤ ∆σ0 . Then, based on the union bound, we have
n−Λ
n−Λ
∪
∑ k
Pr(E) =
Pr(∆σk ≤ ∆σ0 ) ≤
n · Pr(∆σk ≤ ∆σ0 ) ≤

2 ln(2(n − ϵn − Λ))) = n12 . Hence, it a.a.s. that Pr(E) ∼ 0 as
n → ∞, i.e., it a.a.s. that Ga is (1 − ϵ)-de-anonymizable.
3

− k/2)) ≤

a.a.s. that Pr(X ≤ Y ) ∼ 0 as n → ∞, i.e., it is a.a.s. that
∆σ0 < ∆σk given σk ̸= σ0 .

Proof Sketch of Theorem 5: First, we prove that if
3
(1−p)2
· ps2−s−ps
≥ 2 ln n+ln(2(n−ϵn−Λ))
, Ga is (1 − ϵ)-deΛ
a
a
anonymizable. Let Vc ⊆ V \ S and |Vc | = n −
ϵn − Λ. Furthermore, let E be the event that there is
at least one incorrectly de-anonymized user in Vc . Then,
using the similar∑proof technique in Theorem 2, we
Pr(i is incorrectly de-anonymized) ≤
have Pr(E) ≤
i∈Vc
3
∑
(1−p)2
2 exp(− 41 ps2−s−ps
Λ) ≤ 2(n − ϵn − Λ) exp(−2 ln n −
1
4

Second,

2

i∈Vc

ϵn − Λ))) = n12 . Consequently, it is a.a.s. that Pr(E) ∼ 0 as
n → ∞, i.e. it is a.a.s. that Ga is (1 − ϵ)-de-anonymizable.

1
n2 .

Consequently, it a.a.s. that Pr(E) ∼ 0 as n → 0, i.e., Ga is
(1 − ϵ)-de-anonymizable.
2

(ii) As in the proof of Theorem 5, we do not have to
distinguish σk with σ0 when k ≤ ϵn. Let E be the event that
there exists some σk such that ∆σk ≤ ∆σ0 and k > ϵn. Then,
n−Λ
n−Λ
∑
∑
we have Pr(E) ≤
nk · Pr(∆σk ≤ ∆σ0 ) ≤
nk ·

Proof Sketch of Theorem 6: To prove this theorem,
it is sufficient to prove that ∀i ∈ A, ∆σ:(i,i) (S) <
∆σ:(i,j̸=i) (S) under any given σ (it follows that i is perfectly de-anonymizable in terms of ∆σ:(i,σ(i)) (S)). Let X =
∆σ:(i,j̸=i) (S) and Y = ∆σ:(i,i) (S) be two random variables. We have X
∼
B(di q, 2s(1 − sγS,A )), Y ∼

k=ϵn+1
k=ϵn+1
3
2
1 s (1−max{γV0 ,Vk ,ρVk })
2 exp(− 4 2−s−s·max{γV ,V ,ρV } (mV0 ,Vk +mVk −k/2)) = n12 .
0 k
k
a

Consequently, it is a.a.s. that G is (1 − ϵ)-de-anonymizable
as n → ∞.
2

stochastically
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